ABSTRACT
The BlackLynx ODBC/JDBC connector requires
definition of the metadata that is used to provide
the SQL engine the appropriate data type
associated with each data column returned. The
metadata is defined in a file called “.meta.table” for
each dataset.
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The ODBC/JDBC connector requires definition of the metadata that is used to provide the SQL engine the
appropriate data type associated with each data column returned. The metadata is defined in a file called
“.meta.table” for each dataset, located in the ODBC/ for the following data formats:
•

XML

•

JSON

•

CSV

•

RAW (unstructured)

•

PCAP (binary)
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The metadata file contains information about the associated data file, the data fields (columns) to return from
the dataset, the data type for each field, and the opportunity to pre-define a search to generate an SQL view.
This is a simple XML data file called “Passengers.pxml” that contains 4 fields for each record: Name, DoB, Phone,
and Notes:
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8" ?>
<xml_root>
<csv_record>
<Name>Hannibal Smith</Name>
<DoB>10-01-1928</DoB>
<Phone>011-310-555-1212</Phone>
<Notes>A-team, baby, A-team!</Notes>
</csv_record>
<csv_record>
<Name>DR. Thomas Magnum</Name>
<DoB>01-29-1945</DoB>
<Phone>310-555-2323</Phone>
<Notes>Magnum PI himself.</Notes>
</csv_record>

It’s related “.meta.table” file contains this information about the data and includes a simple view at the end of
the file:
# table metadata definition file
table_name = "Passengers"
table_remarks = "Action hero passenger database"
version = 2
file_glob = "*.pxml"
data_type = "XML"
record_tag = "<csv_record>"
columns = {
Name = ( "Name","VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
DoB = ( "Date_of_Birth", "VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
Phone = ( "Phone","VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
Notes = ( "Notes","VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
};
views = {
Passengers_Named_T = ( "Passengers_Named_T", "(RECORD.Name EQUALS \"T\")",
"Action hero passengers with the name T" ),
};

Metadata File Format
The “.meta.data” file contains the following information:
Field

Description/Notes

table_name

Name of the data table recognized by the SQL engine.

table_remarks

Information about or description of the data table.

version

Table release version. Equal to 2 for commodity servers

file_glob

The file extension for all files which are included in table (directory
structure) for searching

data_type

Data format. Options are PCAP, XML, JSON, CSV, or RAW

record_tag

For XML only.
The tag name for the start / end of each record.
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Field

Description/Notes

record_path

For JSON only.
Denotes use of a top-level array or not. Valid values are “[]” or “.”

record_delimiter

For CSV only.
Specifies the character delimiter used to end a record, e.g. “\n”

field_delimiter

For CSV only.
Specifies the character delimiter used to end a field, e.g. “,”
DEFAULT is “,” if omitted

pip_format

For PIP type search only. This data is a string that defines the location and
formatting of the geo latitude and longitude data for the structured
records. There are basically 2 types of geodata that can be found; split
fields and a combined field.Split fields:
‘LAT_COORD="<field>", LONG_COORD="<field>"’ where <field> is
represents either the column # (CSV) or column name (JSON or
XML) for the fields representing latitude and longitude values in the
table.
Combined field:
‘FORMAT_DATA=”LONG_LAT”’ for tables with combined lat/long
fields where the longitude is the first number, or
‘FORMAT_DATA=”LAT_LONG”’ for tables with combined lat/long
fields where the latitude is the first number

columns

List of fields/columns associated with the dataset, including data type and
any optional description.

views

Optional. Pre-defined search (view) of the data that generates a SQL view.

Columns Format
The columns format varies depending on the data type. In general, most data types use this format:
<tag_name> = (“<column_name>”, “<data_type>”, “<optional_description>”)

The <tag_name> can only contain alphanumeric characters. However, an escape character may be used for
cases where <tag_name> contains spaces or special characters. To use the escaped character, use the format
of “*nn” where nn is the hexadecimal value of the character you are embedding in the tag_name.
For example: “Tag*20Name” creates a tag called “Tag Name”.
Each supported data type is included, below, with the “<data_type>” identified for each:
Data Type

Format and Information

INTEGER

“INTEGER”

Integer data.
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Data Type

Format and Information

BIGINT

“BIGINT”
Integer data larger than 2,147,483,647.

VARCHAR

“VARCHAR(x)”

Where:
• x = integer denoting the number of alphanumeric characters, such as
“VARCHAR(16)”

DOUBLE

“DOUBLE”

Double precision floating point.
NUMBER

“NUMBER(x,<separator>,<decimal>)”

Where:
• x = integer denoting the number of characters.
• separator = the separating character to use. For example, for standard US
numbers, a comma would be specified. If other types of numbers are being
searched, such as perhaps phone numbers, then a dash would be specified
• decimal = the decimal specifier to use. For example, for standard US numbers,
a period would be specified.
For example: “NUMBER(16,,,.)”
CURRENCY

“CURRENCY(x,<currency>,<separator>,<decimal>)”

Where:
• x = integer denoting the number of characters.
• currency = currency identifier, such as "$" for US currency.
• separator = the optional separating character that may be encountered when
parsing currency. For example, for standard US currency, a comma would be
specified.
• decimal = the decimal specifier to use. For example, for standard US numbers,
a period would be specified.
For example: “CURRENCY(16,$,,,.)”
DATETIME

“DATETIME(<date-time_format>)”

Where:
• date-time_format = the format for date and time in the data set.
The connector automatically converts the date/time formats in the dataset to the
standard SQL formats. The supported formats for each are listed below.
Date formats:
• YYYY/MM/DD
• YY/MM/DD
• DD/MM/YYYY
• DD/MM/YY
• MM/DD/YYYY
• MM/DD/YY
The "/" character in the above list of formats can be replaced by any other single
character delimiter. For example, YYYY-MM-DD and MM_DD_YYYY are both
acceptable date formats.
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Data Type

Format and Information
Time formats:
• HH:MM:SS
NOTE: If the dataset contains time in 12-hour (AM /PM) format, then replace the HH
with “12”, i.e.: 12:MM:SS. Otherwise, it’s assumed time is in 24-hour format.
Example:
<tag_name> = (“<column_name>”, “DATETIME(MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS)”,
“<optional_description>”)

DATE

“DATE(<date format>)”

Where:
• date_format = the format for date in the data set.
The connector automatically converts the date formats in the dataset to the
standard SQL formats. The supported format for date are listed below:
• YYYY/MM/DD
• YY/MM/DD
• DD/MM/YYYY
• DD/MM/YY
• MM/DD/YYYY
• MM/DD/YY
The "/" character in the above list of formats can be replaced by any other single
character delimiter. For example, YYYY-MM-DD and MM_DD_YYYY are both
acceptable date formats.
Example:
<tag_name> = (“<column_name>”, “DATE(MM/DD/YYYY)”,
“<optional_description>”)

SQL Sample Query:
select * from NYC_Taxi where dropoff_datetime >= TIMESTAMP '2015-12-01
00:00:00' and dropoff_datetime <= TIMESTAMP '2015-12-01 23:59:59'

TIME

TIME ‘<time format>’

Where:
• time_format = the format for time in the data set.
The connector automatically converts the time formats in the dataset to the
standard SQL formats. The supported format for time is HH:MM:SS
NOTE: If the dataset contains time in 12 hour (AM /PM) format, then the HH should
be replaced with “12”, i.e.: 12:MM:SS
Example:
<tag_name> = (“<column_name>”, “DATETIME(MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS)”,
“<optional_description>”)

SQL Sample Query #1:
select Ward, District, Primary_Type, Description from Chicago_Crime
where Date = TIME '11:53:00'

SQL Sample Query #2:
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Data Type

Format and Information
select Ward, District, Primary_Type, Description from Chicago_Crime
where Date = DATE '2015-04-15' and Date >= TIME '08:30:00' and Date <=
TIME '09:30:00'

METAVAR

“METAVAR(<value>)”

Where:
• Value = FILE | OFFSET | LENGTH
The metavar is as special case used for obtaining column data associated with an
index file. Typically, this is used when the connector is performing the query on nonstructured datasets. The metavar type will only have 3 possible values, as noted
above.
For example, this is the “.meta.table” for Wikipedia, a non-structured file.
# table metadata definition file
table_name
table_remarks
file"
version
file_glob
data_type

= "Wikipedia"
= "This table is associated with the wikipedia raw text
= 2
= *.bin
= “RAW”

columns = {
Results = ( "Results","VARCHAR(65535)", "" ),
FILE = ( "WIKI_FILE","METAVAR(FILE)", ""),
OFFSET = ( "WIKI_OFFSET", "METAVAR(OFFSET)", ""),
LENGTH = ( "WIKI_LENGTH", "METAVAR(LENGTH)", ""),
};

CSV Metadata
This is a sample .meta.table file for the Chicago_Crime_CSV dataset and shows the two fields unique for CSV.
Furthermore, for CSV files, it is REQUIRED that all there is a column name defined for every column in the CSV
file and that these are in order from first to last (with no columns skipped).
$ cat .meta.table
# table metadata definition file
table_name
table_remarks
record_delimiter
field_delimiter
version
file_glob
data_type
pip_format
#pip_format

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"Chicago_Crime_CSV"
"Chicago Crime Statistics"
"\n"
","
2
"*.csv"
"CSV"
"FORMAT_DATA=\"LAT_LONG\""
"LAT_COORD=\"20\",LONG_COORD=\"21\""

columns = {
id
casenum
date
block
iucr
primaryType
desc
locDesc
arrest

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

"ID", "INTEGER", ""),
"Case_Number", "VARCHAR(80)","" ),
"Date", "DATETIME(MM/DD/YYYY 12:MM:SS)", "" ),
"Block", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
"IUCR", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
"Primary_Type", "VARCHAR(80)",">" ),
"Description", "VARCHAR(1024)","" ),
"LocDesc", "VARCHAR(1024)", "" ),
"Arrest", "VARCHAR(80","" ),
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domestic
beat
district
ward
commArea
fbiCode
xCoord
yCoord
year
updatedOn
lat
lon
location

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

"Domestic", "VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
"Beat", "INTEGER", "" ),
"District", "VARCHAR(10)", "" ),
"Ward", "NUMBER(8,,,.)", "" ),
"Community_Area", "INTEGER", "" ),
"FBI_Code", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
"XCoordinate", "INTEGER", "" ),
"YCoordinate", "INTEGER", "" ),
"Year", "INTEGER", "" ),
"Updated_On", "VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
"Latitude", "DOUBLE", "" ),
"Longitude", "DOUBLE", "" ),
"Location", "VARCHAR(1024)", "" )

};

JSON Metadata
The JSON “.meta.table” enables you to define nested lists, arrays and groups within the JSON dataset.
Data Type

Format and Information

ARRAYOF

“ARRAYOF(<name>)”

Where:
• name = name of metadata sub-column definition that is contained later in the
metadata file.
NOTE: Elements contained in the array can only be of type VARCHAR and the size of
the VARCHAR string must be large enough to contain the entire array of this element
of the group plus space for n-1 delimiters.
“GROUPOF(<name>)”

GROUPOF

Where:
• name = name of metadata sub-column definition that is contained later in the
metadata file. A group can contain columns of any basic type or nest GROUPOF,
ARRAYOF or LIST types.
“LIST(<x>)”

LIST

Where:
• x = integer denoting the number of alphanumeric characters required to store
the entire list plus space for n-1 delimiters, such as “LIST(4096)”
LIST is like ARRAYOF except that elements are unnamed, e.g. [
“Red”, “Green”, “Blue” ].

This sample file contains examples of each, as denoted by the GROUPOF and ARRAYOF data types.
# table metadata definition file
table_name
table_remarks
delimiter
version
data_type
file_glob

=
=
=
=
=
=

"Seuss_Books"
"Dr. Seuss Books"
"|"
2
"JSON"
"*.seuss"
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columns = {
title = ( "Title","VARCHAR(128)", "" ),
format = ( "Format", "GROUPOF(formats)", "" ),
category = ( "Category", "ARRAYOF(category)", "" ),
};
category = {
class = ("Classification", "VARCHAR(4096)", ""),
theme = ("Theme", "VARCHAR(4096)", ""),
};
formats = {
Softcopy = ("Paperback", "VARCHAR(1)", ""),
Hardcover = ("Hardcover", "VARCHAR(1)", ""),
};

This is the associated JSON dataset:
::::::::::::::
books2.seuss
::::::::::::::
[
{ "title": "Dr. Suess's ABC", "format": {"Softcopy" : "Y", "Hardcover" : "N"}, "category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Alphabet" },
{ "class": "Adult Fiction", "theme": "Readers - Beginner" },
{ "class": "Young Adult Fiction", "theme": "Classics" }]},
{ "title": "Fox in Socks", "format": {"Softcopy" : "N", "Hardcover" : "Y"}, "category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Animals - Foxes" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Sounds" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Readers - Beginner" }]},
{ "title": "There's a Wocket in My Pocket", "format": {"Softcopy" : "Y", "Hardcover" : "N"},
"category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Alphabet" }]}
]
::::::::::::::
books.seuss
::::::::::::::
[
{ "title": "Dr. Suess's ABC", "format": {"Softcopy" : "Y", "Hardcover" : "Y"}, "category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Alphabet" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Readers - Beginner" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Classics" }]},
{ "title": "Fox in Socks", "format": {"Softcopy" : "Y", "Hardcover" : "Y"}", "category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Animals - Foxes" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Sounds" },
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Readers - Beginner" }]},
{ "title": "There's a Wocket in My Pocket", "format": {"Softcopy" : "Y", "Hardcover" : "Y"},
"category": [
{ "class": "Juvenile Fiction", "theme": "Concepts - Words" }]}
]
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Example SQL Queries using the GROUPOF data types.

Example SQL Queries using the ARRAYOF data types.

Table VIEW Example
A pre-defined VIEW can be configured in the “.meta.table” file. This will automatically execute the pre-defined
query whenever the VIEW is selected as a table to view by the SQL client.
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For example, two views are defined, below, to execute two queries. The views created are the
Chicago_Crimes_with_Arrest and Chicago_Crimes_with_no_Arrest
# table metadata

definition file

table_name
= "Chicago_Crime"
table_remarks = "Chicago Crime Statistics"
version = 2
data_type = "XML"
file_glob = "*.pcrime2"
record_tag = "<rec>"
columns = {
ID
= ( "ID", "INTEGER", ""),
CaseNumber
= ( "CaseNumber", "VARCHAR(80)","" ),
Date
= ( "Date", "DATETIME(MM/DD/YYYY 12:MM:SS)", "" ),
Block
= ( "Block", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
IUCR
= ( "IUCR", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
PrimaryType = ( "PrimaryType", "VARCHAR(80)",">" ),
Description = ( "Description", "VARCHAR(1024)","" ),
LocationDescription
= ( "LocationDescription", "VARCHAR(1024)", "" ),
Arrest
= ( "Arrest", "VARCHAR(80","" ),
Domestic
= ( "Domestic", "VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
Beat
= ( "Beat", "NUMBER(16,,,.)", "" ),
District
= ( "District", "VARCHAR(10)", "" ),
Ward
= ( "Ward", "NUMBER(16,,,.)", "" ),
CommunityArea
= ( "CommunityArea", "NUMBER(16,,,.)", "" ),
FBICode
= ( "FBICode", "VARCHAR(256)", "" ),
XCoordinate = ( "XCoordinate", "NUMBER(32,,,.)", "" ),
YCoordinate = ( "YCoordinate", "NUMBER(32,,,.)", "" ),
Year
= ( "Year", "NUMBER(16,,,.)", "" ),
UpdatedOn
= ( "UpdatedOn", "VARCHAR(80)", "" ),
Latitude
= ( "Latitude", "DOUBLE", "" ),
Longitude
= ( "Longitude", "DOUBLE", "" ),
Location
= ( "Location", "VARCHAR(1024)", "" )
};
views = {
Chicago_Crimes_Arrest = ( "Chicago_Crimes_with_Arrest", "(RECORD.Arrest EQUALS
\"true\")",
"Chicago crimes that resulted in an arrest"),
Chicago_Crimes_No_Arrest = ( "Chicago_Crimes_with_no_Arrest", "(RECORD.Arrest
NOT_EQUALS \"true\")",
"Chicago crimes that did not result in an arrest"),
};
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Example dashboard created using the table VIEW – Chicago_Crimes_with_Arrest

PCAP Metadata
The PCAP binary files are handled as a special case in the meta table. The meta table will define the column
name and the associated protocol capture field as known to typical decode applications like tshark/wireshark.
The columns for PCAP use the following format:
<tag_name> = (“<column_name>”, “<data_type>”, “<tshark_field>”)

# table metadata definition file
table_name
table_remarks
version
data_type
file_glob

=
=
=
=
=

"PCAP"
"PCAP Sample Database"
2
"PCAP"
"*.pcap"

columns = {
frame_time = ( "frame_time", "DATETIME(YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.SSS)", "frame.time" ),
frame_number = ( "frame_number", "INTEGER", "frame.number" ),
frame_len = ( "frame_len", "INTEGER", "frame.len" ),
frame_protocols = ( "frame_protocols", "VARCHAR(256)", "frame.protocols" ),
eth_src = ( "eth_src", "VARCHAR(80)", "eth.src" ),
eth_src_resolved = ( "eth_src_resolved", "VARCHAR(80)", "eth.src_resolved" ),
eth_dst = ( "eth_dst", "VARCHAR(80)", "eth.dst" ),
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eth_dst_resolved = ( "eth_dst_resolved", "VARCHAR(80)", "eth.dst_resolved" ),
mpls_label = ( "mpls_label", "INTEGER", "mpls.label" ),
mpls_exp = ( "mpls_exp", "INTEGER", "mpls.exp" ),
mpls_bottom = ( "mpls_bottom", "INTEGER", "mpls.bottom" ),
mpls_ttl = ( "mpls_ttl", "INTEGER", "mpls.ttl" ),
vlan_priority = ( "vlan_priority", "INTEGER", "vlan.priority" ),
vlan_cfi = ( "vlan_cfi", "INTEGER", "vlan.cfi" ),
vlan_id = ( "vlan_id", "INTEGER", "vlan.id" ),
vlan_etype = ( "vlan_etype", "INTEGER", "vlan.etype" ),
ip_src = ( "ip_src", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.src" ),
ip_dst = ( "ip_dst", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.dst" ),
ip_src_lat = ( "ip_src_lat", "DOUBLE", "ip.geoip.src_lat" ),
ip_src_lon = ( "ip_src_lon", "DOUBLE", "ip.geoip.src_lon" ),
ip_src_city = ( "ip_src_city", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.geoip.src_city" ),
ip_src_country = ( "ip_src_country", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.geoip.src_country" ),
ip_dst_lat = ( "ip_dst_lat", "DOUBLE", "ip.geoip.dst_lat" ),
ip_dst_lon = ( "ip_dst_lon", "DOUBLE", "ip.geoip.dst_lon" ),
ip_dst_city = ( "ip_dst_city", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.geoip.dst_city" ),
ip_dst_country = ( "ip_dst_country", "VARCHAR(80)", "ip.geoip.dst_country" ),
ip_ttl = ( "ip-ttl", "INTEGER", "ip.ttl" ),
ipv6_src = ( "ipv6_src", "VARCHAR(80)", "ipv6.src" ),
ipv6_dst = ( "ipv6_dst", "VARCHAR(80)", "ipv6.dst" ),
payload = ( "payload", "VARCHAR(1024)", "payload" ),
tcp_payload = ( "tcp_payload", "VARCHAR(1024)", "tcp.payload" ),
icmp_type = ( "icmp_type", "INTEGER", "icmp.type" ),
icmp_code = ( "icmp_code", "INTEGER", "icmp.code" ),
icmp_checksum = ( "icmp_checksum", "INTEGER", "icmp.checksum" ),
icmp_ident = ( "icmp_ident", "INTEGER", "icmp.ident" ),
icmp_seq_le = ( "icmp_seq_le", "INTEGER", "icmp.seq_le" ),
icmp_data = ( "icmp_data", "VARCHAR(1024)", "icmp.data.data" ),
icmpv6_type = ( "icmpv6_type", "INTEGER", "icmpv6.type" ),
icmpv6_code = ( "icmpv6_code", "INTEGER", "icmpv6.code" ),
icmpv6_checksum = ( "icmpv6_checksum", "INTEGER", "icmpv6.checksum" ),
icmpv6_echo_identifier = ( "icmpv6_echo_identifier", "INTEGER", "icmpv6.echo.identifier"
),
icmpv6_echo_sequence_number = ( "icmpv6_echo_sequence_number", "INTEGER",
"icmpv6.echo.sequence_number" ),
icmpv6_data = ( "icmpv6_data", "VARCHAR(1024)", "icmpv6.data.data" ),
tcp_srcport = ( "tcp_srcport", "INTEGER", "tcp.srcport"),
tcp_dstport = ( "tcp_dstport", "INTEGER", "tcp.dstport"),
tcp_len = ( "tcp_len", "INTEGER", "tcp.len" ),
tcp_seq = ( "tcp_seq", "INTEGER", "tcp.seq" ),
tcp_ack = ( "tcp_ack", "INTEGER", "tcp.ack" ),
tcp_flags_reset = ( "tcp_flags_reset", "INTEGER", "tcp.flags.reset" ),
tcp_flags_syn = ( "tcp_flags_syn", "INTEGER", "tcp.flags.syn" ),
tcp_flags_fin = ( "tcp_flags_fin", "INTEGER", "tcp.flags.fin" ),
udp_srcport = ( "udp_srcport", "INTEGER", "udp.srcport"),
udp_dstport = ( "udp_dstport", "INTEGER", "udp.dstport"),
udp_length = ( "udp_length", "INTEGER", "udp.length" ),
http_content_enc = ( "http_content_enc", "VARCHAR(80)", "http.content_encoding" ),
http_content_len = ( "http_content_len", "INTEGER", "http.content_length" ),
http_content_type = ( "http_content_type", "VARCHAR(80)", "http.content_type" ),
http_req_host = ( "http_req_host", "VARCHAR(80)", "http.request.host" ),
http_req_method = ( "http_req_method", "VARCHAR(20)", "http.request.method" ),
http_req_uri = ( "http_req_uri", "VARCHAR(255)", "http.request.uri" ),
http_req_headers = ( "http_req_headers", "VARCHAR(255)", "http.request.headers" ),
http_req_connection = ( "http_req_connection", "VARCHAR(20)", "http.request.connection"
),
http_req_referer = ( "http_req_referer", "VARCHAR(80)", "http.request.referer" ),
http_req_auth = ( "http_req_auth", "VARCHAR(40)", "http.request.authorization" ),
http_req_user_agent = ( "http_req_user_agent", "VARCHAR(80)", "http.request.user_agent"
),
http_req_version = ( "http_req_version", "VARCHAR(10)", "http.request.version" ),
http_res_headers = ( "http_res_headers", "VARCHAR(255)", "http.response.headers" ),
http_res_code = ( "http_res_code", "INTEGER", "http.response.code" ),
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http_res_phrase = ( "http_res_phrase", "VARCHAR(40)", "http.response.phrase" ),
http_res_www_auth = ( "http_res_www_auth", "VARCHAR(80)",
"http.response.www_authenticate" ),
http_res_number = ( "http_res_number", "INTEGER", "http.response_number" ),
}
# filters are used by the connector to invoke a post-process search on the payload. Filters
work like this:
# The first entry in the filter must match a valid column identifier, example
“http.request.method”. The first query is the “equals” case – the query string that should be
applied if the query is http_req_method = ‘GET’ for example.
# The 2nd query is the not equals case, http_req_method != ‘GET’. The %s will get replaced
with the string literal ‘GET’ prior to execution of the query. In theory we could filter on
any valid column this way.
# in SQL syntax, the 'like' clause triggers a post process search of "exists" or "not exists"
for the "string" you are searching. (basically the string is contained within the entire
content of the field, ie: ILSVR is part of the /imagenet_valTargetDirectory/ILSVRC2012_|)
# the equals/not equals clause triggers a post process search for the field being equal/not
equal to the "string" you are searching.
filters = {
http_req_method = ( "http.request.method", "(tcp.dstport == 80 && (RECORD.payload
CONTAINS EXACT (\"%s\")))", "(tcp.dstport == 80)" ),
http_req_uri = ( "http.request.uri", "(tcp.dstport == 80 && (RECORD.payload CONTAINS
EXACT (\"%s\")))", "(tcp.dstport == 80)" ),
}

Example SQL query using PCAP

Information on BlackLynx PCAP Primitive family
The PCAP primitive family is a set of search primitives specifically geared towards cyber analytics using an
arbitrary corpus of one or more input PCAP (.pcap) files. There are many open source and proprietary tools on
the market today which enable PCAP analysis, but many of them perform quite poorly, and routinely run into
computational and memory bottlenecks, especially as the input corpus becomes large. In addition, many
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common tools cannot operate against raw binary PCAP data and require a very time-consuming, up-front
transformation on the input data, resulting in a bloated set of XML or JSON data representing the individual
packets.
The PCAP primitive family defined in this API does not require such unnecessary transformation steps.

Supported Layers
The PCAP family primitives support a wide variety of operations at protocol layers 2, 3 and 4, plus a mechanism
by which any BlackLynx primitive (such as edit distance, PCRE2, numeric, currency, etc.) can be used against
arbitrary layer 4 payloads, thereby enabling complex querying all the way up the protocol stack, through layer 7.
For layers 2, 3 and 4, the PCAP family extend the general relational expression as follows:
[(][!]layer.field[.subfield] operator value[)]

Parenthetical groupings are optional. The ! is used to represent logical inversion of the expression as needed.
Complex expressions follow the syntax show below, created using one or more logical AND (&&) or
logical OR (||) groupings, where each side of the grouping is an expression as previously defined, and depicted
here as the quantity ...:
... [ && | || ...]

The section below shows valid layer and associated field and value information along with brief descriptions.
Many of these are modeled after similar Wireshark nomenclature and semantics:
•

•

frame – a meta-layer associated with the frame headers attached to each packet in a PCAP file.

The associated field value can be one of:
o time – the frame time in UTC, with format: Mmm DD, YYYY
HH:MM:SS[.s[s[s[s[s[s[s[s[s]]]]]]]]] where Mmm is the three-letter capitalized month, e.g.,
Jan
o time_delta – the delta time from the previous packet in the input pcap file associated
with the packet, as a time offset in seconds with up to nine positions after the decimal
point
o time_delta_displayed – the delta time from the previous packet matched in the query
filter associated with the operation, as a time offset in seconds with up to nine positions
after the decimal point
o time_epoch – the frame time as the number of seconds elapsed since midnight of
January 1, 1970 time_invalid – 1-bit: 1 if the frame time is invalid (out of range), 0 if valid
o time_relative – the delta time from the first packet in the input pcap file associated
with the packet, as a time offset in seconds with up to nine positions after the decimal
point
vlan - Virtual LAN, as defined by IEEE 802.1Q, which resides at or alongside layer 2. The
associated field value can be one of:
o etype - VLAN Ethernet subtype (integer or hex if leading 0x used)
o tci - 16 bit value representing all tag control information (TCI)
o priority | pcp - priority code point 3-bit (0-7) field
o dei | cfi - drop eligible indicator (DEI) one bit (0-1) field
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o
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

id | vid - VLAN identifier, lower 12 bits (0-4095) of the TCI. Note: if double tagging is

used, both the inner and outer tags will be searched
mpls - Multi-protocol label switching, which is a hybrid layer 2/3 protocol. The associated field
value can be one of:
o label - 20-bit value (0-1,048575) for the MPLS label
o exp | tc - 3-bit value (0-7) for the traffic class (and QoS and ECN)
o bottom | s - 1-bit: 1 when the current label is the last in the stack
o ttl - 8-bit (0-255) time-to-live indicator
eth - Ethernet layer 2 protocol. The associated field value can be one of:
o src - source address (value: 6 2-hex-digit octets separated by colons)
o dest - destination address
o addr - either the source or the destination address
ip - IPv4 layer 3 protocol. The associated field value can be one of:
o src - source address (value: [0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
o dest - destination address
o addr - either the source or the destination address
ipv6 - IPv6 layer 3 protocol. The associated field value can be one of:
o src - source address (value: 8 2-hex-digit octets separated by colons)
o dest - destination address
o addr - either the source or the destination address
icmp - ICMP protocol, as it pertains to IPv4. The associated field value can be one of:
o type - the ICMP type (value: [0-255])
o code - the ICMP subtype (value: [0-255])
icmpv6 - ICMP protocol, as it pertains to IPv6. The associated field value can be one of:
o type - the ICMP type
o code - the ICMP subtype
`udp - UDP layer 4 protocol. The associated field value can be one of:
o srcport - the source port (value: [0-65535])
o dstport - the destination port
o port - either the source or the destination port
tcp - TCP layer 4 protocol. The associated field value can be one of:
o srcport - the source port (value: [0-65535])
o dstport - the destination port
o port - either the source or the destination port
o flags - the TCP flags construct, with supported subfields:
▪ fin - the FIN bit
▪ syn - the SYN bit
▪ reset - the RST bit

The supported operators vary depending on the field and value, but in general adhere to:
•
•
•

Equality: ==, eq
Inequality: !=, ne
Greater than: >, gt
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•
•
•
•

Greater than or equal to: >=, ge
Less than: <, lt
Less than or equal to: <=, le
Not: !, not Note that the “Not” operations are currently supported for use directly
alongside boolean types only, such as tcp.flags.[fin|syn|reset], and do not propagate
through complex expressions.

IPv4 Fragmentation Support
PCAP IPv4 (ip) support includes support for native IPv4 packet fragmentation. The library intelligently handles IP
fragmentation packets as native, individualized packets, or as combined, de-fragmented payload data,
depending on the types of operations requested in the associated query clause. For example, if a message has
been fragmented into four packets and results in a payload match, then only one result is reported in the
tabulated results, yet all packets that made up the reassembled quantity remain available for detailed analysis.
The library ensures that output PCAP data files maintain the precise order and timing of the fragments with
respect to other packets in the source corpus. This means that downstream tools (such as Wireshark or tshark)
can continue to operate on the output PCAP data natively if needed.

TCP and UDP Payloads, with Full Layer 7 Primitive Support
Arbitrary BlackLynx primitives can be used against the layer 4 TCP or UDP payload, which by definition includes
data up through layer 7, using the following slight variant of the standard search primitive form:
(RECORD.payload relational_operator primitive(expression[, options]))

The RECORD.payload portion shown above in bold is literal. The remainder of the expression is identical to
generic search expression. This ensures that the power of any API primitive can be brought to bear on arbitrary
payload data of each and every individual packet. This includes even complex primitives such as the edit
distance primitive which tools like Wireshark do not natively support.
However, with the exception of IPv4 fragmentation as previously described, it is important to understand that
the library's PCAP implementation currently does not concatenate cross-packet payloads together across a given
stream conversation. The RECORD.payload operation works on an individual packet by individual packet basis. If
it is desired to search a payload stream in its entirety (such as, for example, a lengthy browser session spanning
many packets and many minutes), the following process is recommended:
1. Thin the original PCAP using appropriate API primitive constructs, such as by using source/destination IP
address, port, etc.
2. Run the thinned results through Wireshark or tshark using their “Follow TCP Stream” feature to extract
and concatenate all payloads of interest as part of the stream conversation.
3. Feed the resulting raw depacketized output through a second set of API payload search primitive.
The workflow noted above can be quite time consuming as tools like Wireshark and tshark are not full parallel
architectures. Furthermore, they often require significant CPU and RAM resources, and can therefore be
prohibitive to use on very large input PCAP corpus data.
Thankfully, the BlackLynx APIs provide a mechanism by which the TCP streams, UDP streams, and payloads can
be generated in parallel alongside any PCAP operation. This is achieved by using an appropriately crafted global
option string entry.
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The global option string entry to use is l4_stream_dump, which takes sub-parameters that specify the direction
(transmit as tx, receive as rx, or both), whether (on) or not (off) to output payload in addition to the isolated
packet stream, and finally an output filename prefix for the file(s) that will be generated. The precise format is:
l4_stream_dump="tx|rx|both:on|off:prefix"

The output filenames used will start with the prefix specified, which can include full or relative path detail as
desired. For example, if the files should be dumped to /tmp and start with foo, then the prefix used might be
specified as /tmp/foo. The full output filename is defined as:
prefix_packet_nnn_tx|rx|both.pcap|payload

where:
•

prefix is the prefix value from the associated l4_stream_dump global option string

•

packet is literal and always appears in the filename

•

nnn is the integer packet number from the associated input corpus file of the first match that
resulted in the stream being followed

•

tx|rx|both is the tx|rx|both selection from the associated l4_stream_dump global option string

•

. is the literal extension separator and always appears in the filename

•

pcap|payload is the extension. One output file with extension pcap is always generated and
represents the extracted stream. A separate file with extension payload is generated as the
concatenated L4 payloads, but only if the value on was specified as previously defined in the
second sub-parameter of the associated l4_stream_dump global option string

Note that use of the l4_stream_dump global option string does not preclude the normal
generation of output data and output index files. All such features can be used on
combination, during the same operation, as desired.

Results: PCAP Family
One way to make meaningful use of the PCAP family of primitives is within the confines of a
larger cyber analytics ecosystem, to quickly filter very large input data corpus that
contemporary tools often struggle to process.
The data results file generated by the PCAP primitive operation include the collection of source
packets that match the various complex criteria of the operation requested. The typical result
file is therefore a greatly thinned version of a much larger set of PCAP input. Since results files
are themselves valid PCAP files, they can be natively used by downstream tools such as
Wireshark and tshark to perform further analysis.
In addition to output data file generation, the PCAP primitive also supports output index file
generation. The index file output is a set of comma-separated value lines, one line per match.
The columns are, left to right:
•

filename where the match was found,
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•

byte offset (where offset 0 is the first byte of the file) of the start of the packet where the match
was found,

•

the length of the packet where the match was found,

•

the distance, which is usually reported as 0, except for Hamming and Edit Distance payload
invocations,

•

the layer 4 payload match qualifier(s) as MQ='"data1"[ "data2"][ ...]' where dataN is the relevant
portion(s) of the query string that applied, if match qualifiers are selected in the global options,
and

•

the associated packet number as PN='xx' where xx is the packet number, if match qualifiers are
selected in the global options
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